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PART I.

The two tables of figures on which this part of the
report is based relate to grazing costs in 1940 on 11
farms. As the report is intended primarily for the
farmers who supplied the information, there is no need
to explain the type of farming in the district from
which they were taken 7 nor the method followed of
collecting the.information. But there are certain
points in the tables Which require explanation, and
the following notes are an attempt to define and explain
each heading in order. The calculations are made on
the basis of "per beast", and the farms are placed in
the order of profit "per beast per day".

or "H". Some farmers grazed bullocks and others
grazed heifers. On only one farm do the costs refer
to a mixture of bullocks and heifers.

Sale price. Nearly all the cattle were sold at one of
The Ministry of Food Collecting Centres, and the sale
price was taken from the Producer's Copy of Certificate.
On most farms a few cattle, and on a few farms a
considerable proportion of the cattle, failed to get
fat off the grass. Where the indoor feeding period .
was likely tote lengthy, an estimate was made of the
value of these animal when they went into the yards
and this was taken as ;tie sale price. On these farms
the sale price is the veighted. average of the price of
the fat cattle sold and the valuation of the yarded
cattle. On one farm the cattle which failed to fatten
on the grass were sold Etore, and on this farm, there-
fore, the sale price refars mostly to fat but partly to
store animals. Information on the percentage of the
cattle grazed for Which the' sale price was available is
given in table 11.

Cost at beginninv of_gEazing. The grazing season in
Yorkshire begins early in May. Most graziers buy some,
if not all, of their cattle before this date. There
are two ways of entering the value at May 1st of cattle
bought before May. One is to estimate their market
Value at this date. The other is to estimate their cost
of production between the time they were bought and May
Day, and add this to the price paid for them at the time
they were bought. The difference in the two methods is
rather important; if the former is used, the difference
between costs .and sale price is the profit on grazing
only. The latter method gives the total profit per
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TABLE _T. COSTS _AND RETURNS

Farm A ... B C D
Bullocks

or
Heifers LB B & H _B  H H

s. 77—T. s.-757 s. d.
2510 'Y) 8 1 aa 14 29 1 0 

Cost at
beg: of 18 13 5 17 4 10 122 4 4 117 16 10 22 19 2
ssazing:

Ma:rgin. • 11. 11 9 

Grazing 1 0 2

Labour . 1 4

Marketing 8

Carriage

Summer &
Autumn
Fe

8 5' 6 8 3 9

119 7 •1 411

7 2 3 4

2 5 1 1

17 4j 67 16 1

1 10

• a.

6 3  lo

1 2 4

6 2

1 9

110111

Stammer costs 1 19 6 2 1 2 5 5

profit .  9121

Profit per;
day.  (Dence) 12.9

Margin les
foods ' 10 14

114 L.1P3

4

1
4.7

1
i 1

18 11 17 7  8 .15164._ 6 _3_10

beast grazed dring the whole period it 'has been on the
farm (which may have been well before grazing commenced).
In this study, the latter method has been used, and the
profit per beast refers to the whole period, and not
merely to the grazing period. In table 11 particulars
are, given of the percentage of beasts bought before
March and the percentage bought after Fe12,ruary. (The
end of February is taken as the dividing line as it is
usually soon afterwards that the normal rise in store
prices commences. Cattle bought before March generally
cost something in winter food, and are bought cheaper on
this account).
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P:R_BEAST GRAZING 1940.

H I B B

_ -

B_
f:. •s. d. -..---7. d. ... s. d. -,,c.:. s. 77- ---- .*--E.

....B
d. . s. d.10 2 8 La21_119 8 29, 3 7

1
18 9 6 20 12 11 11 2. 0 2 21_2_1 25 1_2

I
6 0 2 10 4 1 16 2 11_5. La_12_ 5 4 2 6

1 13 1 1 5 '7 2 1 10

_6

1 16 5 1 11 4 - 2 10 2

4 5. . 7 7 8 2 2 5 6 111

1 lo 8 1 11 1 9 F 1 7 .9

_. 210 _

_
- 7 10 i 10 1 i() 0 9 3 1 6 io

1 II_ 4 7 10 6 2 6 3,___ 4 2 2 278 1. 8.

a_26 03 7 _a_t_a_2_11 2 12 1 1_2_2 2 10

I

.3'

4.1 La_ i_ 3.-!1 t_
1

0 2 1 4 lb  .1 1 _5_14 : 4 11_5 i___a 8 a_i_2 ..1 8 _

Some of the cattle grazed were not bought as early as
May 1st. On these farms the "cost at beginning of grazing"
has been worked on the average of the May 1st cost of those
cattle that were already on the farm and the buying price
of the cattle bought after May 1st.

MarFfin. This is the gross margin between the "sale price"
and the "cost at beginning of grazing". Out of it have to
come all grazing costs before there is any profit.

Grazing. The total cost of grazing includes rent of the
grass land, and any harrowing, rolling, tillages, fencing,
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. .
Farm

TAMP, 11. GRAZING & SELLING

/.1alipt.yeigr.
Av:wt:sold 10 Q_9_

cwt. qr.
2

ctt. qr.
10 2

cwt. qr.
7 2

cwt. qr.
2_1___

Grade A
.
B

c

V-, 10
„,...„
',36.8.

a.

15%

67

18

24%

74

2

34%

66

-

29%

67
,

4

Percentage
sold 100 100 84.7

,

82.8

Days kept ,
Es2r at,........__r_...7.7.........—,

Weeks grazing
psy acre

166

a2.6

2a.6.-- .—.....2.-..a____

22,2_

_222,1

19.4

, 21,7....2-22....

18.1 24.8
Cost of graz*ng
per beast V- ;I
per week

2/1d. 1/4d. , 1/5d. 1/-

Winter Cost
Rer week

.

1/11d-

,

5/4d.
% bought
before Mardh IQ_ 61 54 .

100
% bought after
FebruaLy_ 50 47_47 ...

thistle thistle cutting that may have been undertaken. On somefarms certain fields were reserved entirely for thegrazing cattle, and on these the total grazing costs ofthese fields were charged straight to the cattle. On 'others the costed stock shared the grazing with otheranimals - store cattle, sheep, poultry and/or horses. Onthese farms it was necessary to keep check of the timethe non-costed stock were on the grass, and to allocatethe cost of grazing between the costed cattle and the noncosted stock in proportion to the time they spent on the,grass.

The value of winter grazing, though small, is notnegligible, and on all farms a proportion (usually 1/5th)of the cost of the grassland was deducted from the summergrazing cost to allow for the value of winter grazing.



DATA SUMMER GRAZIN..q. 1900

.• J
cwt. qr. cwt. qr. cwt. qr. cWt. qr. 1 c*t. qr.

10_3_ ..........__1

att..qr. :

40% '

58

2

60%

40

54%

44

2

46%

50

4

44,

59

i
18%

78 1

4 I

95.6 50 _ .. 44. sata_____

262_252

_231.8

188 232

20.1 21.8 17.9

, filth. lid. 1/11d.. V.Ipc.1. ., . 1/1d..

.........._..........4

8 4d; '2/10d._ -....____

.....

5Rde 4/4d.. 3/6d.

- 17Q1
lo .47 51

, 74 __ _loo
I

70
;

4

Labour. This refers only to the routine labour of looking
over, and, sometimes, caking the cattle in summer and
autumn.

Marketing cost. This cost nowadays relates:.only to the
cost of geEting the beasts to market, (except on the one
farm where some of the cattle were sold store, on which
commission for selling was charged). Several farms
were near enough to the Collecting Centre for a farm man
to drive the stock in, and onthese the markOing cost
was based on his time, and, usually, his bus fare home.
On other farms, marketing cost represents the hire of a
lorry.
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Summer Rnd Autumn Feedinci. Some farmers caked some or
all of their cattle throughout the season. All who
fed bullocks had to give a little cake. On some -
farms the tail enders were brought into yards at night
and the cost of their foo,71 for a few weeks has been
included. Nothing has been credited to the cattle
for manurial. residues.

Profitor beast. This is the difference between the
lisale.price" and all the expenses, including "cost at
beginning of grazing".

Profit_per beast_per qav. The average length of time
during which the cattle were kept varied considerably
from farm to farm. It is more satisfactory to make a
profit of, say, £4 per beast on a bunch of cattle
grazed from, say2 May 1st to September 1st, than to make
a similar p:'ofit on a bunch bought in the previous
autumn and sold on September let. To allow for the
different lengths of time, the average number of days
kept per beast has been worked out on each farm (see
table 11) and this has been divided into the profit'per
beast to give the profit per beast per day.

Margin less Foods. Obviously one would expect the
amount of cake fed to influence the gross margin
considerably; in many ways, therefore, a more valuable
comparison is the gross margin minus the cost of foods

. (other than grazing).

Table 11 gives additional data to the financial
returns contained in table I. Some of the terms are
.self evident, but others require a little explanation.

Grades. The percentage of cattle falling into each of
the 3 grades refers only to the cattle actually sold fat.

AveragweiRfht sold. This is the "weight for payment",i.e. the weighbridge weight less 2 stones.

Weeks_g2Laing per acre. This measures the stock carry-ing -capacity of the grass. After making allowances for
the reduced carrying capacity in winter compared with _summer each acre carried a beast, or the equivalent ofone beast, for about 20 weeks on most farms.

Cost of grazing per loggp_t_pqrygek. The total cost of
grazing has been divided by the total number of cattleweeks grazed to arrive at this figure.



Winter Cost per week, This averagc cost per week
of the beasts actually wintc:cod.

Discussion of the Te.blcs.

The season was not a good one. The summer drought
caused a shortage of grass and riabst graziers soon found
they wore overstocked with cattle. Cake was difficult to
buy, and until the season was well advanced most farmers
were nervous of feeding any lost their supplies might
become exhausted before the cattle were fat. Nevertheless
all the farmers grazing bullocks had to resort to hand
feeding before the season was over, though the grass fed
off nearly all the heifers lvthout cake. Few cattle were
sold before August, and the mejority went between August
and the end of November.

In spite of the unfavourable grazing conditions
profits were made on all eleven farms. There was a wide
variation in individual success the profit per beast
ranged from 9.12.3d. to 2/10(1-, and from 13.9 pence to
0.1 pence per day, but on the majority it was about or
4 per beast and between 4th and 5d*per day.

Allowing for the differences in weights between
bullocks and heifers, there was more variation in the
costs at May 1st than in the sale prices. Most graziers
who fed bullocks made within ;Ea or 30/- of 30 of their
cattle fat, though, with one exception, ±:2.4 was a more
normal average for heifers. The May let cost for bullocks
was less than on only one farm, and it exceeded on
one farm. It is significant that the May let cost for
bullocks on the most profitable farm was scarcely more than
the cost ofthe smaller heifers, though these bullocks
averaged quite as much as the majority of the bullocks when
they were sold.. Their low cost was due partlyto the very
economical way in Which they were kept between the time
they were bought - February and March - and May.

During the grazing season there are only two
expenses of any magnitude - the cost of grazing and the
cost of hand feeding. During 1940 the cost of grazing
was the greater exoense on all farms except two. Only
one farmer caked heavily throughout the whole season. He
spent more than per beast on cake, while no one else
spent more than ,C2. The effect of such heavy caking is
shown in the amount of his gross margin Arlaidh, with one
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exception, was almost ±:2 a head greater than on any otherfarm. Doubtless, too, it was due to the amount of cake
fed that the stocking an this farm was very heavy (thenumber of cattle weeks per acre exceeded 30). Probably,too, it was due to the cake fed that this was the onlyfarm on Which as much as 6o per cent. of the cattle soldwere put into the i Grade. But this farm throws no
light at all on the wisdom or otherwise of feeding cake,since the profit made was just about the same as on mostother farms.

The cost of grazing varied from, roughly, 1 to50/- per beast. The rent Per acre and the intensity
with which the grass was stocked were the two main
factors to cause variations in this item. On the
whole, one would not be far from the truth in saying
that grazing and other summer costs (labour and
marketing cost but not feeding stuffs) average about ;e2per beast on most farms.

Only two farmers had more than 50 per cent. oftheir cattle in the Grade, the majority of the
cattle were in one or other sections of the B Grade. .
It is particularly interesting to notice that there wasa tendency for the farms with the higher percentage ofA animals to make smaller profits than those Which hadfewer A animals. Farmers have been advised by theGovernment not to attempt to finish their beasts during
the war according to peace-time standards, and it wouldseem by these figures that the Government has succeeded
in adjusting the prices per cwt. in the different
grades in such a way that what is most patriotic is
also most profitable.m

Differences in the average weights can be
attributed mainly to differences in sex. Bullocksaveraged from 10 cwt. to 11 cwt. liveweight fat; thefarm with the heaviest heifers scarcely exceeded 9 Cwt.and the other two farms with heifers averaged 8 cwt.
or less. Even the bullock weights cannot be regardedas heavy for a feeding district, and they suggest thatage of animal is one of several factors that
distinguish the methods of Yorkshire graziers from

R The recent price increases have re-emphasised the extrafavour with Which B.Grade cattle are regarded.
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graziers in some districts further South.

• Various factors, besides the obvious one of quality
of the herbage, influence the number of weeks that an acre
of grass will keep a beast. Probably the two most
important are the class of animals, particularly whether
bullocks or heifers, and the degree to Which the grass is
supplemented by cake. (To some extent, these two
factors cancel out, as cake was fed to none of the bunches
of heifers). On the Whole where no cake was fed to
bullocks, the pastures were less heavily stocked and had
to be relieved of stock earlier than on those Where cake
was fed, and the stock carrying capacity of the land
consequently fell. Sometimes the reason for a high
stock carrying capacity is that artificial food was fed
to another class of stock (e.g. poultry) that was also
on the grass.

The cost of grazing varied from lid. to 2/1d.per
head per week. Nine of the 11 farms fall into one of
two groups - be lid. and 1/1d. and between 1/10d.
and 2/1d. Intensive stocking of the grass seems to be
the most successful way to reduce the cost of grazing,
though another important factor is the rent of the grass
per acre. But there is no close connection between
profits and cost of grazing per week. A rather closer
connection exists between profits and the cost of
wintering per week. It should be pointed out, however,
that some of the items that go to make up these costs
are homegrown foods that have of necessity been entered
at arbitrary figures. It is, for instance, almost
impossible to arrive at a fair figure for the cost of hay,
straw, or roots. Good homegrown hay has been charged at
between and ,c6 per tan, straw at £3, and roots 'at
On other farms the practice Ltt to winter cattle away, on .
the Wolds or elsewhere- The cost of wintering there is
a matter of fact, not surmise, and consists of the amount
paid for food,etc. per week, and the cost of carriage of
the stock backwards and forwards. Cattle on the Wblds
found the winter a particularly severe one,' and farmers
consider that one reason why some of their returns were
disappointing is that the cattle did not do well in the
winter, and subsequently were a long time picking pp again.

The practice adopted for buying stores varies
widely. Most graziers in Yorkshire can winter cattle,
and they are, therefore, free to buy at any period of
the year. Although 'a considerable number of the cattle
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costed were bought before March (i.e. before the prices
began to rise) few feeders made all their purchases so
early, and almost all waited until the grass was growing
before getting fully stocked. With nearly every
farmer buying some stores to winter and some later it is
not possible to see from the costs if there was any
connection between early buying (or late buying) and
profits.

Conclusions.

On seven of the 11 farms the cattle made an
average profit of between and per head. Although
there was the wide variation of almost 9.1.0.0d.per head
in profit on the most successful and least successful
farms, there seems no reason to expect that profits less
than or more than per head can have been numerous
in 1940.

This study suggests that the chief reasons for
satisfactory profits are (1) ab4ity to buy stores
cheaply enough, (2) cheap keep for any cattle wintered.
By the side of these two factors the total summer
costs are relatively insignificant, and many of them
cannot be influenced to a great extent by management.
That is no reason, of course, why graziers should not do
all in their power to increase,the carrying gapacity of
their grass (especially in thee days) for heavy stocking
is certainly a way of reducing grazing costs.

In northal times the wisdom of caking cattle at
grass provides a subject for useful discussion; nowadays
few feeders are in a position to feed more than the
lightest ration to their cattle. This is probably the

-,chief reason why so many cattle had to be finished in the
yards in 1940. This study provides little information
on the relative methods of caking and not caking, only one
bunch of cattle having been caked systematically
throughout the feeding period.

Of other problems that beset graziers, probably
the greatest is the best time of year to buy stores.
Again this study fails to furnish conclusive evidence,
mainly because nearly every grazier followed the practice
of buying his stores at different periods throughout the
year. But in a negative way, a lot, of useful
information on this subject becomes.available. For

•



instance, the fact that graziers buy almost throughout the
whole year suggests that the advantages of buying at any
one period are not very marked. It is probably more
correct, however, to regard the winter as the most popular
time for buying stores for grazing where the
accommodation is available, or if keeping can be obtained
elsewhere. Few farmers have enough accommodation to buy
all their stores so early, and they have to defer buying
sothe until the grass will take them at once. (On the
other hand it is worth drawing attention to the advantages
of a rapid turnover on account of the large amount of
capital that is needed in cattle feeding).

But if there is one lesson above all others to be
learnt from this investigation it is that a knowledge of
the right class of cattle to buy, and of their value,
counts more than any of the more measurable factors in
determining the amount of the profit in grazing.

•
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SUMMARY OF PART I.

1. The gross margin between cost at the beginning of
the grazing period and sale price ranged from
3.17.5d. to £11.11.9d. per beast. On most

farms it was about or

2. The cost of grazing and incidental costs, other
than cake, was about ,C2 per beast.

3. No cake was fed to heifers, the cost of cake to
bullocks was less than ia per beast on 5 farms,
and more than .C1 on the remaining 3.

4. The net profit varied from 2/10d. to £9l2.3d.per
beast, but on most farms was between dx,',3 and

5. Many more beasts were put into B Grade than into
A; very few were graded C. There is some
evidence that larger profits were made 'by farmers
who did not attempt to get their cattle into the
highest grades than by those who paid more attention
to "finish".

6. The average weight was between 10 and 11 cwt. live
weight on most bunches of bullocks. The heifers
were lighter.

7. Most .of the cattle in the study were costed up to
the time they were sold, but on nearly every farm
a few had to be put in the yards to finish.

8. On most farms the grass fed 1 beast (or its equiv-
alent) per acre for about 20 weeks. The dtock
carrying capacity varied from 15 to 30 weeks.'

9. The cost of grazing varied -from about 1/- to about
2/- per week.

10. The cost of wintering varied widely. The range
was from 1/2d. to 8/4d. per webk. The most
normal cost was about 4/-.

11. On most farms the practice was to buy in the winter
some stores for grazing, and to finish buying in
the spring or early summer.
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Part I of this report relates to the full costs
of grazing on 11 farms only. While the investigation
was in progress, other farmers, not in this investigation
but who it was known fed cattle off the grass were
invited to send in their grading sheets for the summer of
1940, and to furnish any notes they could about the date
their cattle had been bought, the buying price, and the
amount of concentrated foods fed to. them. Where all
this information was given it was possible to prepare a
tamplete statement of profit except for the cost of
grazing. The information provided in Part I suggests
that it is not likely that the cost of grazing and other
summer costs will vary by mach from per beast grazed,
and this figure has, therefore, been added to all the
cattle "costed" in Part II to represent the cost of
grazing. Sometimes, too, the cost of winter keep has
been estimated (where otherwise the complete information
was not available) on the basis of the costs on one of
the Part I bunches whose system was similar.

Table III gives the returns for each farm (some-
times for different bunches of animals on the same farm).
It is significant that on the majority of farms the
profit was between and per beast, and to this
extent the wider sample in Part 11 confirms the reliability
of the returns in the smaller sample of Part I. The
similarity is, of course, caused to some axtent by the
method adopted of basing the estimate of the cost of
grazing of the animals in Part 11 on the costs of those in
Part I, but as this is a comparatively small item of cost,
it is not likely that the similarity in profits in Parts
and 11 is influenced unduly by the method of working them
out.

On some farms included'in Part 11 not all the cattle
were sold by the end of the grazing season. The margin and
estimated profit on these farms refers only to those cattle
that were actually sold. It is not fair to assume that the
remaining cattle necessarily left as great a profit as those
that were sold, and to this extent, therefore, the profits
shown in table III on those farms where some of the beasts had
to be finished in the yards may be rather greater than the true
average.

Notes on indiv;Ldua)__farms,,;-:
Farm Villa. average of 2 beasts only.

Mid. one beast only.
Xb. cattle bought in August, and only fi per

beast, therefore, charged for grazing.
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Farr No.

Selling price 31

TABLE III. gliggl_MARGIN &  ESTIMATED PROFIT  PER BEAST

May 1 vain.

Margin

Cake

Grazing

Est. Profit
% bought:

before Mar.

after Feb.

11 III IV

14 4 25 10 0 29 17 0 26 15 0 : 28 3 0

25_15_1
5 19 1

15 8

5 3 5

2 0 •0

.1 

63

37

% bought which
were actually
sold or inc.in 100
e,32ATIL price

12_18 8

5 11 4

5 11 4

2 0_ 0

3 11 4

64

36

21  0 18,l8 0

8 14 0

1 2_0

7 12 0

2  0 0

9' 12 0

48

52

100

Farm No. _ Via.
s. d.

Selling price 25 14 0

May 1 valn. 18 0 0

Margin

Cake

Grazing

Est. Profit
% bought:-
. before Mar.

7 14 0

2 0_ 0

5 14 0

2 0 0

3_14 0
IN/

•,:; after Feb. 100

% bought which
were actually
sold or inc.in

ri:
-0- -

100

VIb.
s. d.

22 8 0

12_5 0

5 3 0

4 16 0

200

2 16 0

53

47

S.
27 13 0

21 1.5:_a
5 17 9

18 _6

4 19 3

?. 0 ,0

2_12 a

100

100

7 17 0

5 13 7

2 0 0

3_13 7
100

100

Vrna.
£..s. d.
22 13 6

12 10

3 6

5 3 6

200

100

100

20 1 9 

8 1 3

1

6 16 3

2 0 0

4 16 a
67

33

89
••• •

S. d.
27 11 3

12_10  0

15 1 3

15 1

2 0 0
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a

ON 1.5._fidiliS THAT SUPPLIED PARTIAL INFORMATION ONLY.

VIIIc0_ 1 Mid Xa Xb  
s. d. se a. ; s. d. s. d. s. d.

29 15 0 27 8 3 27 9 0 34 0 4 35 13 ado

20 10 0 I21 8

9501 603

9 5 0
2 0 _0

2  o

100

6 0 3

2 0 0

4 0_3

100

100

XI. XIIo
s. d. s. d.

23 o 0 23 6 0

.11 15 o

7 5 0 7 5 0

17 • 2 1 10 0

515 0

2 0 0 2 0

4 2_10

100

45

100

100

19 15

7 14 0

2_

5' 1.0 2

2 0 0

Lio

100

56

10 10. 10

2 0 0

-8 10 10

9?

3

96

4 310

1 11 6

2 12 4

100

1 12 4

100

100

XIII
s. d.

24 11 0

8 1 6

2_ 00

6_ a. 6

100

100

XIV.
s.

26 19 2

7 19 2

1 0 0

6 19 2

2 0 0

4 13 2

100

X V 
I

s. d.
26 13 8

18_15_2

7 18 8

2 2 0

516 8

2 0 0

27

73

100

-




